The transcriptional repressor ICER and cAMP-induced programmed cell death.
The cAMP pathway plays a central role in the response to hormonal signals for cell proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis. In IPC-81 leukaemia cells, activation of the cAMP pathway by prostaglandin E1 treatment, or other cAMP-elevating agents, induces apoptosis within 4-6 h. Inhibition of mRNA or protein synthesis during the first 2 h of cAMP induction protects cells from apoptosis, suggesting a requirement for early gene expression. cAMP-dependent protein kinase phosphorylates a class of nuclear factors and thereby regulates the transcription of a specific set of genes. Here we show that CREM (cAMP Responsive Element Modulator) expression is induced rapidly upon prostaglandin E1 treatment of IPC-81 cells. The induced transcripts correspond to the early product ICER (Inducible cAMP Early Repressor). ICER expression remains elevated until the burst of cell death. Protein synthesis inhibitors which prevent cAMP-induced apoptosis also block de novo ICER synthesis. Transfected IPC-81 cell lines, constitutively expressing high level of ICER are resistant to cAMP-induced cell death. In these transfected cells, cAMP fails to upregulate the ICER transcripts demonstrating that ICER exerts strongly its repressor function on CRE-containing genes. That an early expression of ICER blocks apoptosis, suggests that gene repression by endogenous ICER in IPC-81 is insufficient or occurs too late to protect cells against death. ICER transfected cells rescued from cAMP-induced apoptosis are growth arrested. It shows for the first time that CREM activation directly participates to the decision of the cell to die. ICER, by sequentially repressing distinct sets of CRE-containing genes could modulate cell fate.